
Fall / Winter 2016



TOLUN DRESS
TOLUN SWEATER

For Fall/Winter 2016, Tabula Rasa honors artisanal handiwork in a collection that 
explores rich textural juxtapositions and stitches, inspired by Mongolian 
nomadic culture.
 
Fringing made from a sophisticated mix of Japanese wool, Peruvian alpaca and 
fine Italian mohair lends volume and warmth to the yoke of an oversized cardigan 
and bomber jacket while dappled pom-poms add panache to a calf-length pencil 
skirt. Reminiscent of 1970’s Romani fashions, the diamond lattice macramé 
designs in the Tuva collection showcase an impressive number of stitch positions 
in a single garment. They are beautifully executed in a standout one-shoulder dress 
knotted with two-ply twisted Hasegawa silk wool yarn. The raised striped stitches 
on the Tolun dress and crew mimic traditional del (Mongolian overcoat) embroidery 
patterns worn by pastoral herders and offer an elegant look for day.
 
Evening knitwear is interpreted through elevated separates in new silhouettes with 
crossover panels designed to drape gracefully against the body and move fluidly. A 
deconstructed vertical ladder stitch deployed in the Tsura split skirt and Tolun pant 
demonstrate the collection’s range. Gold and black hues add a moody undertone 
for evening to a palette of tonal creams, mélange greys, hints of pale green, sky 
blue and pink, borrowed from the colors of the Mongolian steppe.
 
At home, Tabula Rasa introduces lighting in the form of elongated, six-foot hanging 
lanterns, wire fixtures bound by an open crochet exterior sleeve and accented with 
hand-fringed fine Italian mohair yarn. Complex stitches from the ready-to-wear 
collection are applied to stand out accessories including Tuva macramé pillows and 
giant Mala fringed floor cushions. Hand-made with an acute attention to detail and 
dedication to craft, this season’s key pieces are to be collected and treasured. 

FALL/WINTER 2016  
THE LAND OF ETERNAL BLUE SKY



KOKKOLA LONG CARDIGAN

TOLUN BODYSUIT



KOKKOLA LONG CARDIGAN
MALA FLOOR CUSHION
MALA CLUTCH
MALA SCARF



LELA SWEATER
LELA SKIRT



TUVA SWEATER
ARIN SWEATER

SAGRA DRESS
FLORICA THROW



TUVA JACKET 
TUVA SILK THROW 



TUVA SILK DRESS



TSURA SKIRT

TUVA SILK DRESS 



MALA BOMBER JACKET
KOKKOLA FLOOR CUSHION 

TSURA DRESS
TOLUN PANT
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